
Overview and Key Concepts:

Augview provides a brand new generation of technology using a mobile GIS systerm. We would like to create 
an animation that will introduce Augview’s mobile GIS system that will allow users to visualize objects they 
wouldn’t ordinarily see.

Aim & Objectives:

The key of this aimation is to give the user an emmersive experience, an opportunity to experience 3D objec-
tives that something they will never do in the real life. 

Target Audience:

School/ Educational Services, Construction agency, Gamimg company, every one with a smart phone that 
have a very good GPS (Clobal positioning systerm).

Competition:

The Augview’s GIS systerm is a very advanced technology that only have been out into the market for 4 to 
5years so there is not many competitors. 

Unique Selling Proposition:

1 User can asset thier database more faster, which improving user effciency.
2 3D architectural models, which help to plan or manage their site more effciency
3  having fun with the new technology.

Mandatories:

• Is batter to creat it at a open space/do not want the user to get injured.
• Make sure that the user feels the massage  that your are trying to express to them.
• It is something that the user can experience in life size.
• Everything that your are making is based on GPS.
• Have fun.

Deliverables:

Animation project.

Deadline:

10th of September, 2015     
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Synopsis
Looking through the dark, countless dim stares flicking around you. 
soon after you will be aware that the dozen stares start to formate into 
shapes  which it turns out to be the twelve constellation. you will be sur-
round with the constellation and the sign of the zodiac. It will be up to 
you to search and discover the right one for you. This will helps many 
people to bring their dreams to reality.


